























































Tämä	 opinnäytetyö	 tehtiin	 toimeksiantona	 liikenneasema	 Neste	 K	
Linnatuulen	 kauppiaalle.	 Linnatuulen	 palvelukonsepti	 uudistui	 keväällä	
2017.	 Uudistus	 sisälsi	 erilaisia	 muutoksia	 liikenneaseman	 palveluissa,	
tiloissa	sekä	tuotevalikoimissa.	Opinnäytetyön	tarkoituksena	oli	selvittää,	
kuinka	onnistuneesti	muutokset	toteutettiin	tutkimalla,	miten	Linnatuulen	
johto	 onnistui	 muutosten	 johtamisessa	 ja	 miten	 henkilöstö	 koki	
muutokset.	 Selvityksen	 ensisijaiset	 tavoitteet	 olivat	 tuottaa	 arvokasta	
informaatiota	 organisaation	 nykytilasta	 uudistusten	 jälkeen	 sekä	 tarjota	
suosituksia	 tekniikoista	 ja	 ohjenuorista	 hyödynnettäväksi	 niin	
organisaation	nykytilanteessa	kuin	tulevaisuudenkin	muutoksissa.	
	
Opinnäytetyön	 teoreettinen	 viitekehys	 koostui	 pääosin	 erilaisista	
muutosjohtamisen	 ja	 organisaatiokäyttäytymisen	 teorioista.	 Lisäksi	
tutkimuksen	laatija	tarkasteli	myös	sitä,	miten	muutostilanteet	vaikuttavat	
motivaatioon.	 Empiirisen	 tutkimuksen	 menetelminä	 käytettiin	
haastattelua	 ja	 kyselylomaketta:	 Linnatuulen	 kauppiasta	 haastateltiin	 ja	
kyselylomake	 lähetettiin	 henkilöstölle	 sähköpostitse.	 Tutkimustuloksia	
analysoitiin	 teorioiden	 pohjalta,	 ja	 tutkittavien	 osapuolten	 näkökulmia	
muutoksista	myös	vertailtiin	keskenään	analyysiosuudessa.	
	
Tutkimus	 toi	 esiin	 useita	 Linnatuulen	muutosprojektin	 osa-alueita,	 joita	
voidaan	pitää	 onnistuneina,	mutta	myös	useita	 kehitettäviä	 osa-alueita.	
Tutkimuksen	 suosituksina	 esitettiin	 keinoja	 muutosviestinnän	
parantamiseksi,	sekä	erilaisia	johtamistyylejä	esimiestyön	vahvistamiseksi.	

























renewal	 included	 several	 changes	 in	 Linnatuuli’s	 services,	 premises	 and	
product	 selections.	 The	 purpose	 of	 this	 thesis	 was	 to	 find	 out	 how	
successfully	 these	 changes	were	 implemented,	 by	 researching	 how	 the	
management	of	Linnatuuli	succeeded	in	leading	the	changes	and	how	the	
personnel	experienced	the	changes.	The	primary	objectives	of	this	thesis	
were	 to	 provide	 valuable	 information	 about	 the	 current	 state	 of	 the	




The	 theoretical	 framework	 of	 this	 thesis	 primarily	 comprised	 of	 change	









Linnatuuli’s	 change	 project,	 but	 also	many	 areas	 to	 improve	 in.	 As	 the	














































































































Managing	 change	 in	 an	 organization	 is	 inevitably	 a	 difficult	 task	 for	 a	





As	 successful	 change	 depends	 on	 the	 people	 that	 are	 executing	 it,	 the	
person	 in	 charge	 of	 the	 change	 must	 assure	 that	 the	 people	 involved	
possess	 the	 required	 skills	 to	 implement	 the	 changes.	 To	 accomplish	 a	
successful	change,	the	first	thing	to	be	done	is	to	convince	everybody	who	
is	 involved	 that	 the	 change	 is	 necessary,	 desired	 and	 possible	 to	












Thus,	 if	 the	 personnel	 are	 expected	 to	 perform	 effectively	 in	 various	
situations,	 and	meet	 the	 targets	 that	 are	 set	 for	 them,	 a	 superior	must	
acknowledge	 all	 the	 different	 internal	 and	 external	 aspects	 that	 might	
negatively	affect	their	efficiency,	work	satisfaction	and	motivation.	
	
This	 thesis	was	 commissioned	by	 the	 shopkeeper	 of	 the	 service	 station	
Neste	 K	 Linnatuuli.	 Linnatuuli	 went	 through	 a	 renewal	 in	 their	 service	
concept	 in	 spring	2017.	This	 service	concept	 renewal	 refers	 to	different	
changes	 that	 took	 place	 in	 the	 commissioning	 organization,	 such	 as	












react	 to	 possible	 defects	 and	 improve	 the	 work	 environment	 in	 the	




As	 the	 commissioning	 organization	 of	 this	 thesis,	 Neste	 K	 Linnatuuli,	









Today	Kesko	and	 the	K-retailers	 form	 the	K-Group	and	 their	overall	net	
sales	of	year	2016	were	13,2	billion	euros.	The	K-Group	is	the	third	biggest	





makes	 it	 the	 second	 largest	 operator	 in	 Finland	 in	 this	 area.	 Around	
900,000	people	visit	K-stores	daily.	Kesko’s	grocery	trade	stores	operate	
under	an	efficient	chain	business	model,	where	the	aim	is	to	provide	their	







Neste	K	 Linnatuuli	 is	 a	 stop-by	 service	 station,	 established	 in	1992.	 It	 is	
located	 in	 Tervakoski,	 Janakkala,	 on	 the	 halfway	 of	 Tampere-Helsinki	















different	 courses	 for	 lunch.	 In	 addition,	 there	 are	 vitrines	 in	 the	
restaurant’s	buffet	where	customers	can	find	drinks	and	snacks.	Most	of	
the	snacks	are	made	on	the	spot	to	ensure	high	quality	and	the	freshness	
of	 the	 products.	 Furthermore,	 the	 restaurant	 has	 an	 À	 la	 Carte	 menu,	
which	 includes	 meals	 such	 as	 steaks,	 pizzas	 and	 pastas.	 Moreover,	 a	




This	 research	 was	 conducted	 to	 measure	 how	 successful	 the	 service	
concept	renewal	of	Neste	K	Linnatuuli	was	from	the	personnel’s	viewpoint,	
and	how	well	 the	 change	project	was	 led	by	 the	 shopkeeper	and	other	
managers.	The	primary	focus	of	this	study	was	to	clarify	the	personnel’s	
experiences	and	thoughts	concerning	the	changes,	and	to	compare	them	





























Getting	 an	 insight	of	 the	personnel’s	 feelings	 and	 viewpoints	 about	 the	
changes	was	highly	important	for	the	shopkeeper	so	that	he	could	realize	







background	and	purpose	of	 this	research	are	explained.	 In	addition,	 the	
first	chapter	introduces	the	commissioning	organization	of	this	thesis	and	
the	 company	 behind	 it,	 the	 primary-	 and	 defining	 research	 questions,	
research	objectives,	research	structure	and	research	methods.	
	
In	 the	 second	 chapter	 of	 this	 thesis,	 the	 theoretical	 background	 is	
introduced.	 Mainly,	 the	 theory	 part	 includes	 theories	 of	 change	
management,	 but	 also	 different	 aspects	 of	 organizational	 behavior.	
Although	most	of	the	theories	are	change	management	related,	the	author	
also	examines	work	motivation,	and	how	it	is	affected	by	changes,	due	to	
the	commissioner’s	 interest	to	this	 field.	All	 the	theories	were	based	on	
their	relevancy	to	this	research	in	question.		
	
In	 the	 third	 chapter,	 the	 current	 situation	 of	 the	 commissioning	
organization	is	introduced,	based	on	field	research.	This	is	followed	up	by	
the	fourth	chapter,	which	contains	an	analysis	of	the	research	data.	In	this	
chapter,	 the	 theories	 of	 this	 thesis	 are	 also	 adjusted	 into	 practice.	
Furthermore,	 the	 findings	 of	 the	 shopkeeper’s	 interview	 and	 the	
personnel’s	survey	are	compared.	This	comparison	is	done	to	find	out	how	




the	 research	 findings	 and	 the	 author’s	 own	 observations.	 The	 author’s	
suggestions	of	certain	techniques	and	guidelines	are	provided	to	assist	the	









In	 this	 thesis,	 the	 author	 used	 desk	 research	 to	 find	 out	 appropriate	
literature,	 articles,	 electronic	 sources	 and	 other	 existing	 information	 to	




















personnel	 had	 experienced	 the	 service	 concept	 renewal	 of	 Linnatuuli.	













time.	 An	 organizational	 entity	 may	 include	 simply	 an	 individual’s	 or	 a	
group’s	 work,	 an	 organization’s	 subunit	 or	 the	 whole	 organization,	 or	
larger	community,	such	as	a	complete	industry.	
	
The	 commissioning	 organization	 of	 this	 thesis	 went	 through	 different	
changes	 in	 their	 organizational	 entity,	 on	 a	 determined	 period	 of	 time.	





–	 to	 a	 different	 situation	 with	 new	 ways	 of	 thinking	 and	 operating.	
Organizational	 change	 is	 all	 about	 adopting	new	 ideas,	 and	 therefore	 it	
requires	 learning	 from	 the	 people	 who	 are	 involved	 in	 it.	 The	 change	












The	 need	 for	 change	 arises	 when	 there’s	 a	 lack	 between	 current	
performance	and	the	desired	performance	of	an	organization.	A	change	
















requires	 creativity	 and	 innovation	 from	 the	 organization’s	members.	 In	
addition,	 the	management	needs	to	establish	procedures	that	allow	the	
members	 to	 introduce	 versatile	 ideas.	 It	 is	 a	 great	 advantage,	 if	 the	
members	 are	 used	 to	 communicate	 freely.	 This	makes	 the	 atmosphere	
allowing	and	open,	and	people	aren’t	afraid	to	express	their	thoughts.	It	is	




























factor	 in	 a	 change	 process	 is	 also	 the	 management’s	 ability	 to	







the	 change	 by	 encouraging	 their	 subordinates,	 and	 by	 actively	 keeping	
track	of	the	change	steps.	At	this	point,	it	is	often	necessary	that	the	upper	















process	 is	 estimated:	 How	well	 are	 the	 desired	 goals	met	 and	 has	 the	
direction	 of	 the	 change	 remained	 correct?	 Without	 the	 feedback	 that	
comes	 from	 the	evaluation	process,	 it	 is	 impossible	 to	determine	 if	 the	
desired	targets	are	achieved.	However,	gaining	comprehensive,	exact	and	






Inevitably	 at	 some	 point,	 all	 organizations	 confront	 some	 internal	
uncertainties	or	problems	in	their	business	environment.	This	means	that	
the	 current	 ways	 of	 operating	 are	 no	 longer	 effective	 enough,	 and	 a	
deliberate	process	of	 change	needs	 to	be	 instituted.	 (Miller	2006,	218.)	
Since	 the	 service	 concept	 renewal	 of	 Linnatuuli	 was	 a	 planned	 change	
project,	 this	 chapter	 explains	 what	 this	 type	 of	 change	 usually	
comprehends.	
	
Planned	 change	 takes	 place	 when	 the	management	 of	 an	 organization	





According	 to	Miller	 (2006,	 220)	 the	 reason	why	 planned	 change	 is	 not	
always	so	straightforward	 is	because	 it	might	 involve	plenty	of	different	
types	 of	 change:	 Changes	 in	 individual	 behaviour,	 strategic	 direction	 or	
organizational	 processes.	 Furthermore,	 accomplishing	 these	 changes	
often	require	various	methods:	Technical,	structural	or	managerial	ones.	








social	 psychologist	 Kurt	 Lewin.	 Lewin	 noticed	 that	 when	 a	 change	 is	
implemented,	 it	 is	 not	 enough	 to	 focus	 only	 on	 inspiring	 leadership.	
Instead,	 attention	 should	 also	 be	 paid	 on	 the	 objectors	 of	 the	 new	
operating	 model.	 Based	 on	 this	 observation,	 he	 developed	 one	 of	 the	
cornerstone	models	of	 change	management,	 known	as	 the	Three-Stage	
Model.	(Peltonen	2007,	132.)	
	















































past	 decades	 have	 turned	 out	 to	 be	 disappointing	 way	 too	 often:	 The	
desired	improvements	have	remained	minor,	the	personnel	has	suffered	
from	 fear,	 frustration	 and	 burnouts,	 and	 lots	 of	 resources	 have	 been	
wasted	 on	 the	way.	 However,	 even	 though	 these	 negative	 impacts	 are	
inevitable	 to	 some	 extent,	 considerable	 amount	 of	 them	 can	 also	 be	










change	 to	 the	 whole	 staff	 -	 the	management	 and	 the	 employees.	 This	










of	 the	 organization	 does	 not	 support	 them	 actively.	 Behind	 the	 most	
successful	 change	 projects,	 there	 are	 people,	 who	 are	 committed	 to	
improve	their	performance	regarding	the	changes,	and	work	towards	them	
as	a	team.	Thus,	if	the	importance	of	building	a	strong,	guiding	coalition	to	
facilitate	 the	 change	 is	 underestimated,	 the	 risk	 of	 failure	 increases.	
(Kotter	1996,	5-6.)	
	
Error	 3	 –	 Underestimating	 the	 power	 of	 vision:	 The	 realization	 of	 the	
change	urgency	and	forming	a	guiding	coalition	are	essential	for	any	big	
change,	but	 those	alone	are	not	enough.	Another	 important	 factor	 in	a	
successful	change	is	a	reasonable	vision.	Vision	has	an	 important	role	 in	






a	 large	 change	 is	 often	 impossible	 in	 organizations,	 unless	most	 of	 the	
employees	are	ready	to	offer	 their	help	and	to	do	short-term	sacrifices.	
Yet,	 the	 employees	will	 not	make	 these	 sacrifices,	 unless	 they	 find	 the	
possible	benefits	of	the	change	appealing.	Committing	the	employees	 is	
impossible	 without	 convincing	 communication.	 This	 credible	
communication	means	both,	words	and	actions.	Nothing	compromises	the	
change	project	more	 than	 the	people	 in	 charge	of	 the	 change,	who	act	
differently	than	what	they	speak	to	others.	(Kotter	1996,	8.)	
	





employees	 often	 experience	 are	 superiors	 who	 request	 conflicting	
demands	 regarding	 the	 change.	 With	 such	 actions,	 superiors	 might	
undermine	 the	 employees’	 performance	 and	 compromise	 the	 change	
project.	(Kotter	1996,	9.)	
	




short-term	 wins,	 the	 employees	 might	 give	 up	 and	 start	 resisting	 the	
change.	In	successful	change	projects,	the	superiors	actively	seek	ways	to	













disorder	 and	 regression	 until	 the	 changes	 are	 deeply	 rooted	 into	 the	












These	 errors	 can	 have	 severe	 consequences	 for	 any	 change	 project,	
because	nowadays	business	environments	are	rapidly	becoming	more	and	
more	 unstable.	 This	 kind	 of	 errors	 slow	 down	 new	 initiatives,	 create	
frustration	 among	 employees	 and	 cause	 needless	 resistance.	 This	 puts	
organizations	in	a	position	where	their	employees	must	work	under	more	










































the	 change	 parallel	 with	 people’s	 views	 and	 values?	 If	 not,	 the	 people	
involved	 in	 the	 process	might	 be	 reluctant	 to	 support	 the	 change.	 This	
phenomenon	is	called	change	resistance.	(Jalava	2001,	136.)	This	chapter	
explains	why	 people	 tend	 to	 resist	 change	 situations,	 how	 it	 should	 be	







inevitably,	 in	 one	 way	 or	 another,	 in	 all	 organizations	 that	 implement	
major	changes.	Change	resistance	is	often	associated	with	negative	loads,	
and	usually	 the	management	tends	to	blame	the	workers	 for	 it,	as	 they	
perceive	 them	 as	 the	 ones	 protesting	 the	 change.	 However,	 change	





insecurity	 about	 the	 outcome	 of	 the	 change:	 The	 workers	 might	 be	
reassigned	 to	 new	 tasks,	 role	 relationships	 might	 change,	 some	 might	
benefit	at	the	expense	of	their	colleagues,	and	some	might	even	lose	their	
jobs.	If	the	individuals	are	surrounded	by	these	uncertainties,	it	may	lead	













the	management	 level	 is	 often	 caused	 by	 the	 threat	 of	 losing	 achieved	














Jalava	 (2001,	 137)	 introduces	 five	 reasons	 of	 change	 resistance	 in	 his	
textbook,	based	on	O’Connor’s	(1993)	original	theory.	These	five	modes	of	












depreciating	 the	 change	 by	 avoiding	 discussion,	 and	 being	 passive	 by	
keeping	low	profile.	
	




























different	 viewpoints	 of	 how	 things	 should	 be	 done,	 discussing	 them	
through	 is	 beneficial	 for	 not	 only	 the	 people	 involved,	 but	 also	 for	 the	





the	 person	 is	 uncertain	 about	 the	 direction,	 and	 therefore	 focuses	 on	
wrong	things,	keeps	on	double-checking	and	constantly	asks	the	question	
“What	do	I	do	next?”	This	type	of	resistance	can	be	handled	also	with	a	
development	 discussion,	 but	 this	 time	 it	 should	 contain	 detailed	





kind	 of	 criticism	 can	 be	 hard	 to	 handle	 for	 the	 change	 executors,	 as	 it	

















objectors	 feel	 that	 they	 have	 an	 impact	 on	 the	 change	 project	 as	well,	














assemble	 all	 superiors	 and	 employees	 who	 are	 involved,	 and	 develop	
solution	methods	for	the	problems	together.	(Jalava	2001,	140.)	
	
Despite	 all	 the	 negativity	 that	 surrounds	 change	 resistance,	 Aarnikoivu	
(2008,	 165)	 states	 that	 it	 opens	 many	 opportunities,	 if	 it	 is	 handled	
correctly.	 For	 example,	 uncertainty	 leads	 to	 critical	 observation	 of	 the	








same	 things	 repeatedly	 by	 using	 different	 channels	 helps	 people	 to	
internalize	 the	 changes	 better.	 Furthermore,	 even	 explaining	 to	
subordinates	that	there	are	some	things	that	cannot	be	publicly	informed	




professionally,	 but	 also	 constantly	 prepare	 them	 for	 future	 renewing.	
Superiors	can	enhance	and	advance	their	subordinates’	change	readiness	










any	 superior,	 whenever	 an	 organization	 is	 shaking	 by	 such	 “storms”	 of	
business	life.	(Pentikäinen	2009,	65.)	
2.4.1 The	Change	Curve	
Pirinen	 (2014)	 introduces	a	model	of	 a	 change	process	 in	her	 textbook,	
which	originates	 from	Elisabeth	Kübler-Ross’	 (1969)	 five	 stages	of	 grief:	
The	 Change	 Curve.	 In	 the	 Change	 Curve,	 different	 emotions	 that	 arise	
during	 a	 change	 process	 are	 described	 from	 employee	 point	 of	 view.	





during	 different	 phases	 of	 change,	 prepare	 him	 to	 lead	 these	 phases	























with	 the	 Change	 Curve,	 and	 hence,	 understand	 and	 support	 the	
subordinates	 better.	 It	 is	 important	 for	 a	 superior	 to	 discuss	 about	 the	
emotions	 that	 the	employees	are	experiencing,	 and	not	only	 justify	 the	







If	 a	 superior	 cannot	 receive	 his	 subordinates’	 negative	 emotions	 and	






introspection	 to	 also	 control	 their	 own	 negative	 outbursts	 in	 tough	







Thus,	 the	 outcome	 of	 introspection	 may	 be	 that	 a	 superior	 is	 able	 to	
examine	the	meaning	of	difficult	emotions	more	freely.	This	reduces	the	
indiscretion	in	different,	emotionally-loaded	managerial	situations.	There	









new	divisions	of	work	are	put	 into	practice.	When	people	 find	out	 their	
own	new	roles,	they	also	seize	the	new	work	tasks	more	willingly:	The	fear	
and	 insecurity	 about	 the	 future	 can	 be	 left	 behind,	 and	 the	 repressed	
energy	can	be	directed	into	learning	the	new	working	procedures.	In	a	few	
weeks,	 nobody	 hardly	 even	 remembers	 how	 the	 work	 was	 done	
previously.	(Pentikäinen	2009,	62.)	
	






















Role	 incompatibility:	 When	 the	 role	 expectations	 are	 incompatible,	 a	
person	 ends	 up	 in	 a	 situation	 where	 he	 faces	 contradicting	 demands.	
Because	 of	 this,	 he	 cannot	 comply	 with	 everyone’s	 hopes	 and	
requirements.	
	
Role	 ambiguity:	 If	 a	 person’s	 role	 is	 ambiguous,	 it	 causes	 confusion,	
because	the	person	does	not	know	what	tasks	are	required	of	him,	and	
how	he	should	operate	in	his	new	role.	Role	ambiguity	often	occurs	when	





























Role	 conflicts	 may	 also	 appear	 as	 ethical	 conflicts.	 In	 these	 cases,	 the	








Communication	 is	a	matter	 that	often	gets	 the	most	criticism	 in	change	
situations:	Usually	the	personnel	of	an	organization	feel	that	they	do	not	
get	 enough	 real-time	 information	 about	 the	 change,	 or	 that	 the	
communication	is	not	open.	Therefore,	a	superior	has	an	important	role	










Internal	 communication	 comprises	 the	mutual	 interaction	 that	 happens	
between	 the	members	of	 a	work	 community,	 inside	an	organization.	 In	
nowadays’	organizations,	it	is	often	used	as	a	tool	of	leadership.	The	need	
and	content	of	 internal	communication	differ,	depending	on	the	type	of	
the	 organization.	 Especially	 in	 service	 businesses,	 proper	 internal	
communication	 affects	 vitally	 to	 a	 business’s	 success.	 (Kauhanen	 2012,	
Sisäinen	viestintä	ja	vuorovaikutus.)	
	

















These	 factors	 also	 have	 an	 essential	 effect	 on	 work	 productivity.	 The	
outcome	of	the	work	becomes	better	in	an	organization	when	employees	
know	 their	 own	 roles	 in	 the	 entity,	 are	motivated	 and	 satisfied	 in	 their	










their	 work.	 They	 can	 support	 the	 employees	 to	 perceive	 their	 work	
meaningful	and	rewarding,	despite	the	possible	changes	they	are	facing.	If	
a	superior	can	increase	the	employees’	internal	work	motivation,	he	also	
















him.	 In	 managerial	 work,	 it	 is	 important	 to	 know	 what	 energizes	 the	
employees	 to	 work	 towards	 the	 desired	 objectives.	 Work	 motivation	
consists	of	internal	and	external	factors.	Internal	motivation	factors	are	the	
content	of	work,	work	attractiveness,	work-related	decision	making	and	
the	 utilization	 of	 one’s	 know-how.	 For	 individuals,	 finding	 the	 work	




Nummelin	 (2008,	39)	 states	 that	motivation	 reflects	a	person’s	attitude	
towards	his	work	 tasks,	work	environment,	other	members	of	 the	work	
community,	 superiors	 and	 work	 circumstances.	 Factors	 that	 build	
motivation	in	a	workplace	are	certain,	varying	individual	experiences:	The	
nature	of	work,	possibility	 to	participate	 in	planning,	 feedback,	 superior	
work	and	the	structures	that	support	working.	Furthermore,	if	a	person’s	
own	values	are	convergent	with	the	organization’s	values,	and	the	person	











people’s	 personalities,	 but	 also	 by	 people’s	 different	 phases	 of	 career.	
Most	people	value	salary,	advancement	possibilities,	feedback	and	other	
modes	of	rewarding	in	the	beginning	of	their	career.	In	the	middle	phase	
of	 their	 career,	 people	 often	 start	 to	 value	 professional	 renewal,	 and	
especially	after	having	kids,	the	harmonization	of	work	and	free-time.	In	
addition,	 highly	 experienced	 long-term	 workers	 do	 not	 value	 tangible	








for	 his	 higher	 needs.	 (MTD	Motivation	 Skills	 2010,	 19.)	 The	 needs	 that	
Maslow	proposed	are	in	hierarchic	relation	with	each	other,	and	once	the	



























Safety	 needs	 need	 to	 be	met	 so	 that	 a	 person	 can	 feel	 safe	 physically,	
emotionally	 and	 environmentally.	 (Managementstudyguide.com,	 n.d.)	
Safety	 needs	 are	 the	 second	most	motivating	 needs	 to	meet	 after	 the	
physiological	ones.	Along	with	 including	 the	physical	 safety	of	a	person,	
safety	 needs	 also	 refer	 to	 things	 such	 as	 well-being	 and	 healthiness,	











his	 self-image	 and	 self-esteem,	 with	 for	 example	 status	 symbols,	 work	




Self-actualization	 needs	 are	 the	 needs	 of	 meeting	 one’s	 complete	
potential,	and	to	“become	more	and	more	of	oneself.”	Maslow	stated	that	
self-actualization	 needs	 can	 only	 be	 met	 after	 the	 previous	 needs	 are	
properly	satisfied.	What	these	self-actualization	needs	are,	depend	totally	
on	the	person.	For	example:	One	person	might	have	the	need	to	become	
























As	 one	 of	 the	 main	 objectives	 of	 this	 research	 was	 to	 find	 out	 the	
shopkeeper’s	 perception	 and	 expectations	 about	 the	 service	 concept	
renewal,	the	author	starts	this	chapter	with	transcribing	the	main	points	
of	the	semi-structured	interview	that	was	conducted	for	the	shopkeeper	
of	 Linnatuuli,	 Seppo	 Lauer.	 The	 questions	 that	 were	 inquired	 in	 the	
interview	were	based	on	the	theoretical	framework	of	this	thesis,	and	they	
were	divided	under	7	different	themes	by	the	author.	Overall	the	interview	
included	 25	 theory-related	 questions,	 and	 two	 additional	 questions,	
outside	 of	 the	 theory.	 The	 author	 added	 the	 last	 two	 questions	 in	 this	















renewed	 nationwide.	 However,	 since	 the	 latest	 notable	 changes	 in	
Linnatuuli	were	done	eight	years	ago,	the	service	station	was	in	a	need	for	
change	-	regardless	of	the	nationwide	renewal	project.	According	to	the	




something	 new	 to	 the	 service	 station	 concept	 –	 food	 that	 was	 slightly	











When	 the	 starting	 point	 was	 determined	 and	 possible	 threats	 and	
opportunities	 were	 estimated,	 the	 shopkeeper’s	 concerns	 were	 mostly	
related	 to	 the	 scheduling	 and	 budget	 matters	 of	 the	 renovation	 work.	
However,	 according	 to	 the	 shopkeeper,	 the	 co-operation	 between	 the	
Neste	 K	 chain	 and	 Linnatuuli	 service	 station	 went	 smoothly,	 and	 the	




shopkeeper	 mentioned	 that	 financial	 and	 timely	 objectives	 were	
monitored	throughout	the	project.	The	original	schedule	was	to	open	the	
new	fast-food	concept	and	get	the	renovation	work	primarily	done	until	


















The	 shopkeeper	 stated	 that	 the	 reasoning	 of	 the	 change	 project	 to	
Linnatuuli’s	personnel	started	with	an	explanation	of	the	changing	market	
circumstances,	 and	 the	 need	 to	 react	 to	 them.	 Improving	 Linnatuuli’s	


























how	 the	 fast-food	 restaurant	 should	 be	 run.	 The	 managers	 had	 then	
trained	other	employees	of	Linnatuuli	about	how	to	operate	 in	Subway,	




to	 the	 personnel	mainly	 by	 arranging	 occasional	 info	 sessions.	 In	 these	
sessions,	 unclear	 things	 were	 discussed	 and	 different	 issues	 were	












the	 renewed	 organization.	 When	 it	 came	 to	 Subway,	 which	 was	 the	
completely	new	addition	to	the	restaurant	services,	the	monitoring	of	sales	
and	 customer	 feedback	 had	 started	 immediately.	 The	 shopkeeper	 had	
actively	 monitored	 the	 sales	 numbers	 and	 customer	 feedback	 about	






the	 adjusting	 to	 the	 new	 ways	 of	 working	 was	 still	 heavily	 unfinished.	
Especially	the	launch	of	Subway	increased	the	number	of	machinery	and	









































only	 change	 is	 permanent.	 In	 addition,	 we	 give	 people	
practical	 examples	 from	 other	 businesses	 of	 the	 Neste	 K	
chain,	 to	 remind	 them	 that	 this	 kind	of	 operating	model	 is	






























































had	 had	 to	 develop	 stronger	 role	 as	 a	 leader	 now	 that	 the	 restaurant	
activities	of	Linnatuuli	are	more	versatile	than	before.	
	






were	sent	 for	 training	 in	Cambridge.	Furthermore,	Hesburger	as	a	chain	












Theme	 6	 –	 Change	 communication:	 The	 questions	 of	 this	 theme	were	
about	 change	 communication.	 The	 idea	 was	 to	 find	 out	 how	 the	















We	 have	 just	 recently	 started	 to	 operate	 in	 this	 renewed	







The	 feedback	 that	 was	 given	 to	 the	 staff	 during	 the	 change	 had	 been	
mostly	 personal	 comments	 –	 something	 related	 to	 people’s	 doing	 and	
learning.	
	
Especially	when	people	 have	performed	well	with	 this	 new	
concept,	 I	 have	 given	 positive	 feedback	 face-to-face.	 Our	








The	 feedback	 that	 the	 shopkeeper	 had	 got	 from	his	 subordinates	were	
mostly	questions	related	to	the	details	of	the	change	project:	“What	is	the	























as	more	demanding,	 since	we	are	a	bit	 out	of	our	 comfort	
zone	and	there’s	different	kind	of	work	to	be	done.	But	then	









work	more	 stressful	 than	before.	Moreover,	 the	 restaurant	 buffets	 had	
been	placed	 further	 from	 the	kitchen	 in	 the	 renewed	 restaurant,	which	
creates	its	own	challenges	when	delivering	different	food,	coffee	pans	and	
other	 products	 there.	What	 the	 shopkeeper	 specifically	mentioned	was	
that	 the	coffee	making	procedure	had	changed	along	with	 the	 renewal:	
The	previously	used	coffee	machines	were	replaced	with	5-liter	cans,	filled	
with	fresh	made	coffee.	Carrying	these	heavy	pans	and	ensuring	there	is	
enough	 fresh	coffee	available	 throughout	 the	day	 is	 something	 that	 the	
restaurant	workers	need	to	look	over	more	carefully	now	than	before.	The	


















As	 the	 last	 two	 questions	 of	 the	 interview,	 the	 author	 asked	 the	
shopkeeper	 to	 summarize	 in	 free-form,	 what	 practical	 challenges	 he	
believed	that	the	change	project	had	brought,	and	in	turn,	what	things	had	








































of	 Linnatuuli,	 the	 scope	 of	 this	 research	 was	 also	 to	 clarify	 how	 the	
personnel	experienced	the	service	concept	renewal.	 In	 this	chapter,	 the	
author	 introduces	 the	 results	 of	 a	 survey	 that	 was	 conducted	 for	 the	
personnel.	The	survey	was	sent	to	22	employees	altogether.	The	survey	
included	 35	 questions	 overall:	 The	 first	 5	 questions	 were	 classifying	
questions,	 and	 the	 remaining	 30	 were	 based	 on	 both,	 the	 theoretical	
















of	 agreement	 or	 disagreement	 to	 a	 certain	 claim.	 The	 author	 used	 the	
Likert-scale	to	form	the	response	alternatives	to	these	questions.	In	most	
of	the	questions,	the	scale	to	measure	the	respondents’	attitudes	included	
four	 points	 (For	 example:	 Strongly	 agree,	 Somewhat	 agree,	 Somewhat	




not	 concern	me”	 to	 some	 questions.	 This	was	 done	 because	when	 the	
shopkeeper	 was	 interviewed,	 he	 mentioned	 that	 the	 changes	 had	 not	
altered	some	employees’	 job	descriptions	significantly	 -	especially	 those	
who	worked	in	the	store	areas	of	Linnatuuli.	Therefore,	it	was	necessary	to	
add	 a	 response	 alternative,	 which	 communicates	 that	 the	 respondent	





























respondents.	 The	 rest	 of	 the	 respondents	 were	 aged	 between	 36-45	
(11,8%),	 46-55	 (5,9%)	 and	 56-65	 (11,8%).	 Furthermore,	 82,4%	 of	 the	
respondents	were	women,	and	17,6%	were	men.	
	
Over	half	of	 the	 respondents	 (52,9%)	had	worked	 in	 the	commissioning	







Thus,	 the	 results	 indicate	 that	majority	of	 the	 survey	 respondents	were	
young	adults	-	mainly	women.	Most	of	these	respondents	did	not	work	in	




After	 the	classifying	questions,	 the	survey	 included	questions	 related	 to	
organizational	renewal.	The	aim	of	these	questions	was	to	measure	how	
well	 the	 need	 and	 necessity	 of	 the	 changes	 were	 established	 to	 the	
personnel,	 how	 clear	 the	 change	 objectives	 were,	 how	 sufficient	 the	




















somewhat	 clear	 or	 very	 clear.	 However,	 35,3%	 of	 the	 respondents	
perceived	the	objectives	somewhat	unclear,	and	5,9%	very	unclear.	
	
Question	 number	 8	 was	 inquired	 to	 find	 out	 how	much	 the	 personnel	
received	relevant	information	about	the	plan	and	schedule	of	the	changes.	












Question	 number	 9	 inquired	 how	 much	 the	 personnel	 had	 received	




sufficient,	 as	 slightly	more	 respondents	 chose	 the	 negative	 direction	 in	
their	responses	to	this	claim.	
	
Question	 number	 10	 was	 set	 to	 find	 out	 how	 much	 information	 the	
personnel	 had	 received	 from	 the	 shopkeeper	 of	 Linnatuuli	 about	 the	
renewal-related	matters.	Over	half	of	the	respondents	chose	the	negative	


















as	 “Nice”	 by	 23,5%	 of	 the	 respondents.	 The	 second	 most	 frequent	
adjectives	 to	 describe	 the	 service	 concept	 renewal	 were	 “Beneficial”,	
“Challenging”,	 and	 “Loading”,	 all	 of	 which	 chosen	 by	 17,6%	 of	 the	
respondents.	
3.2.4 Part	2:	Renewal’s	Effects	on	Work	







had	 changed	 along	 with	 the	 renewal.	 Under	 half	 of	 the	 respondents	
(47,1%)	stated	that	their	work	tasks	and	–roles	had	changed	along	with	the	
























The	 responses	 to	 this	 question	 were	 divided,	 but	 they	 inclined	 slightly	





areas	 and	 work	 tasks	 had	 been	 determined	 in	 the	 commissioning	
organization.	47,1%	stated	that	their	work	tasks	had	not	changed,	or	this	
did	not	concern	them.	However,	clear	majority	of	those	who	had	gotten	
new	 responsibility	 areas	 and	 work	 tasks,	 claimed	 that	 they	 were	
determined	 extremely	 well	 (23,5%)	 or	 somewhat	 well	 (23,5%).	 Hence,	
judged	 by	 the	 results,	 the	 determination	 of	 new	 work	 tasks	 and	




Linnatuuli	 were	 sufficient	 after	 the	 renewal.	 This	 question	 was	 set,	
because	the	shopkeeper	had	stated	in	his	interview	that	there	had	been	
dissatisfaction	 regarding	 the	working	 spaces	 among	 the	 personnel.	 The	
following	 pie	 chart	 indicates	 that	 47,1%	 of	 the	 respondents	 strongly	



















the	 workplace	 due	 to	 the	 renewal.	 It	 was	 clarified	 in	 this	 question’s	
description,	 that	 the	 term	 role	 refers	 to	 people’s	 job	 description	 (work	
tasks,	responsibility	areas,	etc.)	The	following	graph	indicates	that	those	
respondents,	whose	work	 role	had	changed	due	 to	 the	 renewal,	mainly	
perceived	it	somewhat	clear	or	extremely	clear.	Hence,	it	could	be	stated	


















After	 clarifying	 the	 renewal’s	 effects	 on	 work	 tasks	 and	 –roles,	 the	
































Hence,	 the	 amount	 gratitude	 and	 acknowledgement	 that	 was	 received	
from	superiors,	was	mainly	perceived	poor	by	the	respondents.	
	
In	 question	 number	 24,	 the	 respondents	 were	 asked	 how	 often	 their	









the	 second	most	 common	was	 3.	 Thus,	most	 of	 the	 respondents	were	


























renewal.	 Questions	 were	 asked	 about	 the	 practicality	 of	 the	 renewed	
organization,	but	also	what	effects	the	renewal	had	had	on	the	personnel’s	
work	 atmosphere,	 work	 satisfaction,	 work	 motivation.	 In	 addition,	 this	













Linnatuuli	 during	 the	 renewal.	 According	 to	 the	 results,	 the	 majority	
(47,1%)	 stated	 the	 work	 atmosphere	 had	 been	 “somewhat	 good”,	 and	
5,9%	stated	it	had	been	“extremely	good”.	As	over	half	of	the	respondents	
chose	the	positive	response	alternatives,	it	can	be	stated	that	in	general,	
the	 work	 atmosphere	 of	 Linnatuuli	 was	 perceived	 good	 during	 the	
renewal.	
	
Question	 number	 29	 asked	 how	 the	 renewal	 had	 affected	 the	
respondents’	 work	 satisfaction.	 The	 results	 showed	 that	 similar	
percentage	 of	 respondents	 chose	 the	 negative	 and	 positive	 response	












































renewal	 was	 planned.	 Some	 mentioned	 anger	 and	 uncertainty	 as	 the	
prevailing	emotions,	due	to	lack	of	training	and	instructions	in	making	new	
restaurant	meals.	In	addition,	some	were	irritated	because	of	the	lack	of	
equipment:	 More	 diverse	 meals	 were	 sold	 in	 the	 restaurant	 area	 of	
Linnatuuli	due	to	the	renewal,	but	 it	came	up	 in	 the	responses	that	 the	









and	 interested	 to	 see	what	 the	 future	holds.	 Furthermore,	 some	stated	




















field	 research	methods.	 The	 findings	 of	 the	 research	 are	 examined	 and	
adjusted	to	the	theoretical	framework	of	this	thesis.	Furthermore,	as	the	
author	 researched	 both,	 the	 shopkeeper’s	 expectations	 and	 the	
personnel’s	experiences	about	the	changes,	the	findings	of	the	interview	
and	 the	 survey	 are	 compared	 to	 see	 how	 the	 shopkeeper’s	 and	 the	
personnel’s	 opinions	 come	 together	 or	 differ,	 and	 in	 what	 areas.	
Furthermore,	the	scope	of	the	complete	analysis	is	to	answer	the	primary	
research	question	of	this	thesis:	“How	Successful	was	the	Implementation	




In	 this	 subchapter,	 the	 author	 analyses	 the	 results	 of	 how	 the	 changes	
were	 implemented	 in	Linnatuuli.	More	specifically,	essential	 factors	and	
phases	of	planned	change,	such	as	determining	of	 the	need	for	change,	








Also,	 when	 the	 personnel	 were	 asked	 if	 they	 found	 the	 renewal	 as	 a	




people	 in	 the	work	 community	 to	 perform	 appropriately.	 Although	 the	











as	 one	 important	 factor	 in	 his	 eight-stage	 process	 of	 creating	 major	









Availability	 of	 information:	 According	 to	 the	 research	 results,	 the	
availability	of	information	during	the	renewal	was	not	perceived	sufficient	




of	 Linnatuuli;	 most	 respondents	 chose	 the	 negative	 direction	 in	 their	




Eight-Stage	Process	 -theory.	The	shopkeeper	mentioned	 in	his	 interview	





Involving	 the	 personnel	 into	 planning:	 It	 came	 up	multiple	 times	 in	 the	
survey	responses	that	people	were	dissatisfied	due	to	not	being	involved	
into	 the	 planning	 of	 the	 changes.	 Especially	 in	 the	 restaurant	 areas	 of	
Linnatuuli,	 major	 factor	 of	 dissatisfaction	 was	 that	 restaurant	 workers’	
opinions	 were	 not	 inquired	 at	 all,	 when	 the	 renovation	 works	 were	









resistance	 that	 shows	 in	 the	 personnel’s	 responses.	 According	 to	
Aarnikoivu	 (2008,	 168)	 and	 Jalava	 (2001,	 139),	 the	 way	 to	 reduce	
resistance	 in	 change	 situations	 is	 to	 involve	 the	 change	 objectors	 in	
planning	sessions,	where	they	can	see	the	change	executors	in	action,	as	
this	enhances	their	trust	to	the	change	project.	Thus,	it	can	be	stated	that	
the	 involvement	 of	 personnel	 should	 have	 been	 implemented	 more	
adequately	especially	in	the	beginning	of	the	renewal.	
	
Along	 with	 analyzing	 and	measuring	 how	 successful	 the	 informing	 and	








Unsuccessful	 outcomes:	According	 to	 the	 research	 findings,	most	of	 the	
respondents	 strongly	 disagreed	 or	 somewhat	 disagreed	 that	 working	
spaces	of	Linnatuuli	are	sufficient	after	the	renewal.	Furthermore,	almost	
half	 of	 the	 respondents	 found	 the	 new	 working	 spaces	 and	 –methods	
somewhat	 impractical,	 or	 even	 extremely	 impractical.	 When	 the	











cases,	 they	 are	 very	 real.	 For	 the	 personnel	 of	 Linnatuuli,	 the	
aforementioned	challenges	are	those	obstacles	that	Kotter	refers	to.	Like	
the	author	previously	observed,	the	vision	of	the	renewal	was	perceived	




common	mode	 of	 change	 resistance,	 introduced	 by	 Jalava.	 (2001,138.)	
Many	 respondents	 stated	 that	 the	 renewal	 does	 not	 take	 the	 work	
community’s	 resources	 into	 account	 –	 as	 the	 lack	 of	 workforce	 and	
continuous	hurry	were	mentioned	several	times	as	the	disadvantages	of	
the	renewal.	Jalava	(2001,	141)	suggests	a	simple	problem-solving	model	
as	a	practice	 to	overcome	change-related	 issues.	The	model’s	 idea	 is	 to	
actively	grab	to	small,	understandable	and	observable	problems,	and	to	










Successful	 outcomes:	 The	 shopkeeper	 stated	 in	 his	 interview	 that	 the	
despite	 the	 challenges,	 the	 personnel	 of	 Linnatuuli	might	 find	 the	 new	
opportunities,	learning	new,	new	modern	facilities	and	new	machinery	as	
nice	and	motivating	things.	The	survey	results	indicated	that	many	agreed	




















the	 renewed	organization.	 Furthermore,	 the	 defining	 research	 question	
“How	well	 did	 the	 personnel	 adjust	 to	 the	 new	ways	 of	 operating?”	 is	
answered	in	this	subchapter.	
	
Familiarization:	 From	 those	 respondents	 who	 had	 been	 familiarized	 to	
new	work	tasks,	the	most	common	response	was	that	the	familiarization	
had	been	moderate.	Although	there	were	more	responses	with	positive	
instead	 of	 negative	 direction	 to	 this	 question,	 it	 came	 up	 in	 the	 open-
ended	responses	that	there	had	been	lacks	in	familiarizing	the	restaurant	
workers	about	how	some	of	the	new	restaurant	portions	should	be	made.	









employees’	 job	descriptions	or	work	 tasks	changed	due	 to	 the	 renewal.	
However,	most	 of	 those	 respondents	 who	were	 required	 to	 learn	 new	
work	tasks,	or	had	encountered	other	new	things	that	required	adjusting,	








they	had	 received	 instructions	and	support	 in	 change-related	problems,	
there	 were	 slightly	 more	 responses	 with	 a	 negative	 direction,	 than	
positive.	 The	most	 common	 response	 to	 this	 question	 was	 “somewhat	














slightly	more	negatively	 directed	 responses	 about	 receiving	 instructions	
and	 support	 during	 Linnatuuli’s	 changes,	 it	 was	 clear	 that	 some	
respondents	 experienced	 this	 lack	 of	 instructions	 as	 strongly	
disappointing.	 In	 these	 situations,	 superiors	 and	 employees	 who	 are	
involved	 should	 assemble	 and	 develop	 solutions	 and	methods	 to	 solve	
problems,	 together.	 Hence,	 this	 should	 also	 be	 done	 especially	 in	 the	
restaurant	 area	 of	 Linnatuuli,	 where	 the	 lack	 of	 receiving	 specific	
instructions	had	occurred.	(Jalava	2001,	140.)	
	
Distribution	 of	 new	 work	 tasks	 and	 responsibility	 areas:	 From	 those	
respondents	who	had	got	new	work	tasks	and	responsibility	areas	due	to	





questions	 from	 his	 subordinates	 about	 why	 there	 is	 not	 more	 people	
working	 in	 certain	 stations	 of	 Linnatuuli.	 In	 addition,	 the	 respondents	
mentioned	several	times	in	the	open-ended	responses	that	they	lack	time	




are	 supposed	 to	 do,	 and	what	 they	 are	 responsible	 of	 in	 the	 renewed	
organization.	However,	since	the	renewal	had	affected	the	restaurant	and	





several	 different	 requirements	 at	 the	 same	 time,	 and	 is	 therefore	
incapable	of	meeting	all	the	expectations	that	are	set	for	him.	The	survey	
results	 communicated	 that	 role	 overload	 had	 occurred	 among	 the	
personnel	of	Linnatuuli.	Therefore,	the	management	should	develop	ways	
to	ease	the	workers’	burden.	As	Lämsä	&	Hautala	(2005,	120)	also	stated,	








Roles	 in	 the	 workplace:	 In	 the	 survey,	 the	 respondents	 were	 asked	 to	
choose	an	alternative	that	best	describes	their	current	role	in	Linnatuuli.	





affected,	 clear	majority	 stated	 that	 their	 role	 in	 the	workplace	 is	 either	
somewhat	 clear	 or	 extremely	 clear	 due	 to	 the	 renewal.	 These	 results	
correspond	to	the	shopkeeper’s	expectations,	as	he	stated	in	his	interview	
that	people	had	adjusted	to	 their	new	roles	 rather	well,	although	many	




roles,	 some	 role	 conflicts	 had	 also	 occurred	 among	 the	 personnel.	 The	




loading,	 both	 physically	 and	 mentally.	 Another	 role	 conflict	 that	 had	
occurred,	 was	 role	 ambiguity.	 According	 to	 Mullins	 (2010,	 328),	 role	
ambiguity	occurs	when	a	person	is	not	sure	what	he	should	do,	since	the	
requirements	 of	 his	 role	 are	 not	 specific	 enough.	 Role	 ambiguity	 often	
results	from	the	lack	of	formally	determined	expectations.	 In	the	survey	
responses,	 some	 respondents	 expressed	 confusion	 about	 whose	
responsibility	it	is	to	read	e-mails	and	customer	feedback,	who	is	in	charge	
of	checking	and	recounting	cash,	and	who	is	responsible	of	familiarizing.	
To	 avoid	 the	 stress	 caused	 by	 these	 role	 conflicts,	 the	management	 of	
Linnatuuli	 should	 clarify	 these	 role	 expectations	 to	 enhance	 people’s	
adjusting	to	the	changes.	As	stated	by	Pentikäinen	(2009,	62),	when	people	




new	 ways	 of	 operating?”	 it	 can	 be	 summarized	 that	 the	 adjusting	 to	
changes	 was	 clearly	 harder	 for	 the	 personnel	 of	 the	 restaurant	 areas,	
because	the	changes	affected	this	part	of	Linnatuuli	the	most.	Those	who	
had	 been	 familiarized	 to	 new	 work	 tasks	 mainly	 perceived	 the	
familiarization	moderate,	although	there	had	been	some	lacks	in	getting	
proper	 instructions.	 Also,	 majority	 perceived	 their	 new	work	 tasks	 and	
responsibility	areas	clear,	and	people	perceived	their	personal	adjusting	to	
the	 changes	 rather	 good.	 Roles	 in	 the	 workplace	 were	 also	 perceived	
mainly	clear	after	the	renewal,	but	it	turned	out	that	certain	role	conflicts,	
such	 as	 role	 overload	 and	 role	 ambiguity,	 had	 occurred	 among	 the	








renewal,	 and	 answers	 the	 defining	 research	 question:	 “How	 did	 the	
superiors	support	the	employees	with	the	new	ways	of	operating?”	
	
Support,	 feedback	 and	 acknowledgement	 from	 superiors:	 When	 the	
respondents	were	asked	how	much	they	had	received	support	from	their	
superior	during	 the	 renewal,	 there	were	 slightly	more	 responses	with	a	
negative	 instead	of	positive	direction.	Moreover,	when	the	respondents	
were	 asked	 how	 much	 they	 had	 received	 constructive	 feedback	 or	
acknowledgement	about	their	own	work	during	the	renewal,	the	results	
were	similar;	the	direction	of	the	answers	was	slightly	more	negative	than	
positive.	 The	 shopkeeper	mentioned	 in	 his	 interview	 that	 he	 and	 other	
managers	 had	 given	 face-to-face	 compliments	 to	 workers	 who	 had	
performed	 well	 during	 the	 renewal.	 However,	 the	 survey	 results	
communicated	 that	 there	 is	 a	 need	 for	 improvement	 in	 these	 areas.	
Nummelin	(2008,	40)	illustrated	the	interaction	of	motivation	factors	and	
work	 in	 the	 table	 that	 was	 previously	 presented	 in	 the	 theory	 chapter	
(Figure	8).	The	figure	showed	that	superior	and	colleague	support	is	linked	
with	 the	 experience	 of	 managing	 one’s	 own	 work:	 The	 stronger	 the	
experience	 of	 managing	 one’s	 own	 work	 is,	 the	 more	 it	 increases	 the	
quality	and	amount	of	an	employee’s	work	efforts.	Furthermore,	the	table	
also	 showed	 that	 feedback	 and	 acknowledgement	 that	 supports	
development	is	linked	with	work	satisfaction	and	commitment.	(Nummelin	











chosen	 by	 41,2%	 of	 the	 respondents.	 Thus,	 regardless	 of	 the	 various	
challenges	that	the	renewal	had	entailed,	it	was	positive	to	discover	that	
the	 superiors	of	 Linnatuuli	were	primarily	perceived	as	good	 leaders	by	
their	subordinates.	
	
Areas	 to	 improve	 in	 superior	work:	The	 survey	 included	 an	open-ended	










better	 familiarization	 and	 informing,	 help	 in	 settling	 work-related	
arguments	 between	 subordinates,	 listening	 and	 taking	 subordinates’	






listened,	 involved,	 informed	 or	 instructed	 adequately.	 Therefore,	 it	 is	
essential	 for	 the	management	of	 Linnatuuli	 to	 focus	on	 improving	 their	
communication	in	these	problem	areas.	Communication	and	learning	are	
closely	related	during	changes,	because	the	employees	need	to	receive	the	
right	 type	 of	 information	 about	 their	 work	 tasks,	 in	 order	 to	 properly	
understand	 them	 and	 adapt	 to	 them.	 Furthermore,	 like	 stated	 by	
Kauhanen	 (2012),	 proper	 internal	 communication	 increases	 work	
motivation	 and	 work	 satisfaction,	 and	 influences	 centrally	 to	 the	 work	
atmosphere	 of	 a	 work	 community.	 (Pirinen	 2014,	 Muutosviestintä;	
Kauhanen	2012,	Sisäinen	viestintä	ja	vuorovaikutus.)	
	
Along	 with	 the	 improvement	 areas	 related	 to	 communication,	 some	
respondents	 suggested	 that	 superiors	 should	 show	 better	 example	 by	
doing	 the	 physical	work	well.	 According	 to	 the	 survey	 responses,	many	








As	an	answer	 to	 the	defining	 research	question	 ”How	did	 the	 superiors	
support	 the	 employees	 with	 the	 new	 ways	 of	 operating?”	 certain	
statements	can	be	made:	The	respondents	were	slightly	dissatisfied	with	
the	amount	of	support,		constructive	feedback	and	acknowledgement	they	
had	 received	 from	 their	 superiors	 during	 the	 service	 concept	 renewal.	
However,	 clear	 majority	 of	 the	 respondents	 were	 satisfied	 with	 their	
superiors’	leadership	skills.	The	areas	where	the	subordinates	wanted	their	
superiors	 to	 improve	were	mainly	 related	 to	more	 appropriate	ways	 of	
communicating,	 involving	 the	 personnel	 more	 into	 decision	making,	 as	
well	as	showing	better	example	by	doing	the	physical	work	well.	
4.4 Renewal’s	Effects	in	the	Commissioning	Organization	
This	 subchapter	 examines	 the	 service	 concept	 renewal’s	 effects	 on	 the	
personnel’s	 work	 satisfaction,	 work	 motivation,	 work	 atmosphere	 and	
emotions	 during	 the	 changes.	 In	 addition,	 the	 two	 defining	 research	
questions	 are	 answered:	 “What	 effects	 did	 the	 changes	 have	 on	












or	 “extremely	 negatively”.	 Thus,	 despite	 similar	 percentages,	 the	
negatively	directed	responses	outweighed	the	positive	ones,	because	of	
the	“extremely	negatively”	responses.	However,	in	the	question	about	the	





The	 respondents	 were	 also	 asked	 to	 tell	 freely,	 what	 factors	 have	
increased/decreased	 their	work	 satisfaction	and	–motivation	during	 the	













work	 safety	 risks	 remain	 in	 the	 commissioning	 organization.	 Meeting	







Effects	 on	 personnel’s	 feelings:	 In	 the	 previous	 chapter,	 the	 author	
presented	different	emotions	that	the	personnel	had	experienced	during	
the	renewal.	Like	stated,	diverse	emotions	came	up	in	the	responses,	both	
negative	 and	 positive.	 When	 these	 responses	 are	 compared	 to	 the	
previously	introduced	Change	Curve	(Figure	5),	it	can	be	stated	that	many	
people	were	 still	 dealing	with	 the	 second	phase	of	 the	 curve:	Fear	 and	
anger.	 The	 reasons	 why	 people	 pointed	 out	 anger,	 disappointment,	









adjusting	 to	 control	 the	 new	 entities	 was	 still	 heavily	 unfinished	 in	
Linnatuuli.	 Pirinen	 (2014)	 stated	 that	 superiors	must	 not	 underrate	 the	
difficulties	that	the	change	causes	in	employees’	performance.	Instead	of	
ignoring	 the	 reality,	 the	 problem	 situations	 should	 be	 solved.	 The	
management	of	Linnatuuli	should	face	the	personnel’s	negative	emotions	
with	a	transparent,	straight	and	fair	way,	and	discuss	them	through	with	






respondents	 were	 already	 dealing	 with	 the	 phases	 of	 “understanding,	
acceptance”	 and	 “moving	 forward”,	 as	 they	 claimed	 to	 feel	 trustful,	
curious,	 interested	 and	 positive	 about	 their	 work	 in	 the	 renewed	
organization.	 According	 to	 Pirinen	 (2014),	 in	 this	 phase,	 people	 have	
accepted	the	inevitability	of	the	changes,	and	are	starting	to	feel	satisfied	
about	 their	 capability	 of	 surviving	 the	 changes.	 It	 is	 essential	 that	 the	
management	of	 Linnatuuli	 lets	all	 subordinates	process	 these	phases	of	
the	change	curve	in	peace,	and	proactively	finds	out	solutions	to	help	them	
forward.	 However,	 when	 the	 problems	 are	 properly	 sorted	 out,	 and	 it	
seems	that	most	people	are	reaching	the	phase	of	moving	forward,	Pirinen	
(2014)	 suggests	 that	 the	 management	 needs	 to	 root	 the	 new	 ways	 of	
operating	 and	 concretize	 the	 benefits.	 The	 importance	 of	 rooting	 the	
changes	also	came	up	in	Lewin’s	Three-Stage	Model,	that	was	introduced	
previously	 (Figure	1).	 Lewin	 stated	 that	 in	 the	 third	 stage	of	 the	Three-
Stage	Model,	the	renewed	organization	must	be	refreezed	to	eliminate	the	









affected	 it	 negatively.	 The	 factors	 that	 had	 decreased	 people’s	 work	
satisfaction	were	mainly	the	practical	challenges,	such	as	increased	hurry,	
increased	 workload,	 narrow	 working	 spaces,	 work	 safety	 risks	 and	
decreased	 ergonomics.	 Many	 similar	 challenges	 were	 also	 seen	 as	
demotivating	 factors	 by	 the	 respondents,	 although	 the	 effects	 on	
motivation	were	more	positive	than	negative	in	general.	 	The	answer	to	
the	 other	 defining	 research	 question	 “How	 did	 the	 change	 impact	 the	













problems	 that	 occurred	 during	 the	 renewal	 of	 the	 commissioning	
organization,	 but	 also	 techniques	 and	 guidelines	 for	 future	 renewing.	
These	 recommendations	 are	 based	 on	 the	 theories	 of	 this	 thesis,	 the	





As	 stated	 in	 the	 analysis	 part,	 one	 area	 that	was	 strongly	 linked	 to	 the	
personnel’s	 dissatisfaction	 during	 the	 service	 concept	 renewal,	 was	
communication.	 With	 more	 appropriate	 ways	 and	 forms	 of	






for	 Linnatuuli’s	management	 to	utilize	 in	 their	 current	 state,	but	also	 in	
future	changes,	is	called	change	quarter.	
	
It	 is	 important	 for	 employees	 to	 have	 personal	 dialogues	 with	 their	
superior	 during	 a	 change	 project.	 One	 good	 option	 for	 a	 superior	 is	 to	








next.	 In	 addition,	 the	 superior	 can	 ask	 for	 feedback	 about	 his	 own	







Change	 quarters	 are	 the	 most	 beneficial	 when	 they	 contain	 a	 clear	
structure	and	objectives.	By	its	content,	a	change	quarter	can	be	similar	
every	 time,	 but	 it	 can	 also	 vary	 as	 the	 change	 proceeds.	 The	 specific	
objectives	 and	 content	 are	 determined	 in	 the	 beginning,	 based	 on	 the	
superior’s	 and	 employees’	 views.	 Change	 quarters	 should	 take	 place	
densely	when	the	change	is	launched,	so	that	all	employees	can	be	steered	
in	the	same	direction	right	from	the	beginning.	As	the	processing	of	change	









better,	 which	 releases	 a	 lot	 of	 time	 and	 energy	 for	 their	 actual	 work	
performances,	as	nobody	needs	to	think	about	all	the	change	issues	alone.	
Many	 fears	and	 rumors	can	be	cut	out	with	 these	discussions,	which	 in	
turn,	 increases	 work	 satisfaction	 and	 productivity	 in	 the	 workplace.	
Furthermore,	 the	 superior	 gets	 valuable	 feedback	 about	 his	 own	

















of	 the	 good	 overall	 leadership,	 the	 respondents	 also	 mentioned	 some	
areas	 where	 their	 superiors	 could	 improve.	 It	 could	 be	 seen	 that	 the	
respondents’	 improvement	 suggestions	 regarding	 superior	 work	 were	
related	to	three	key	areas:	Communication,	involving	and	showing	better	





Participative	 leading	 requires	 a	 superior	 to	 be	 present	 in	 employees’	
workdays,	 to	 empower	 the	 employees	 to	 take	on	 responsibility,	 and	 to	
invest	time	in	committing	the	employees.	A	participative	 leader	ensures	
that	every	team	member	understands	the	change	objectives	 in	a	similar	
way,	 and	 that	everyone	 is	 ready	 to	meet	 those	objectives.	 Therefore,	 a	








A	 participative	 superior	 is	 involved	 in	 helping	 forward	 the	 change	 by	
actively	 participating	 in	 the	 implementation	 of	 changes,	 and	 by	 co-
operating	with	the	employees.	He	is	also	ready	to	check	up	change-related	
things	with	his	employees,	and	verifies	 to	 them	that	 they	are	doing	 the	










already	 completed,	 and	 the	 involving	 of	 employees	 should	 have	 been	
better	right	from	the	beginning,	this	style	of	leading	can	still	be	extremely	
useful	for	finding	solutions	to	the	current	change-related	problems.	Even	
though	this	 leading	style	 is	rather	time-consuming	for	a	superior,	 it	may	
result	 to	 more	 excited,	 committed	 and	motivated	 employees.	 Thus,	 as	
participative	 leading	 is	 a	way	 for	 dealing	with	 such	 specific	 problem	 of	
Linnatuuli’s	renewal,	it	is	advisable	for	the	management	to	utilize	it	in	their	
current	 state,	 but	 also	 in	 future	 changes.	 (Pirinen	 2014,	 Muutoksen	
johtamistyylit	–	Osallistava	johtamistyyli.)	
5.2.2 Role	Model	Leading	
A	 superior	 can	 also	 lead	 a	 change	 by	 being	 a	 role	model.	 This	 style	 of	
leading	requires	the	superior	to	communicate	the	direction	of	actions	by	
showing	an	example.	More	specifically,	 the	 superior	needs	 to	provide	a	
certain	model	 of	 acting	 to	 his	 subordinates	with	 his	 own	 attitudes	 and	
behavior.	 In	 role	 model	 leading,	 the	 superior	 can	 give	 feedback	 to	
subordinates	 who	 perform	 accordingly,	 and	 hence,	 reinforce	 their	






Role	 model	 leading	 is	 an	 advisable	 leading	 style	 for	 the	 superiors	 of	















loading	and	the	overall	hurry	has	 increased,	 the	superiors	should	 invest	
their	time	 in	this	type	of	 leading.	As	the	 learning	of	new	things	was	still	




some	 of	 the	 change-related	 insecurities.	 (Pirinen	 2014,	 Muutoksen	
johtamistyylit	–	Roolimalli-johtamistyyli.)	
5.3 Recommendations	for	Fixing	Practical	Issues	










































































change	 tasks.	 As	 the	 author	 suggested	 Linnatuuli’s	 management	 to	 fix	










should	be	 focused	on,	 and	what	 can	be	handled	 later.	 The	 tool	 itself	 is	













the	 things	 that	 are	 listed	 in	 the	 matrix.	 Furthermore,	 monitoring	 and	
















K	 Linnatuuli.	 Linnatuuli’s	 service	 concept	 was	 renewed	 in	 spring	 2017,	
which	included	different	changes	in	their	services,	premises	and	product	
selections.	 The	 purpose	 of	 this	 thesis	 was	 to	 find	 out	 how	 successfully	
these	changes	were	implemented,	by	researching	how	the	management	
of	 Linnatuuli	 succeeded	 in	 leading	 the	 changes,	 and	how	 the	personnel	
experienced	the	changes.	The	research	question	of	this	thesis	was	“How	
successful	was	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 change	 project?”,	 and	 it	was	
supported	 by	 several	 defining	 research	 questions,	 to	 determine	 more	
specifically,	what	this	research	aimed	to	resolve.	The	main	objective	of	the	
research	process	was	to	provide	valuable	 information	about	the	current	
state	 of	 the	 organization	 after	 the	 changes,	 but	 also	 to	 provide	
recommendations	and	techniques	that	can	be	utilized	in	future	changes.	
The	 research	methods	 used	 in	 this	 thesis	were	 desk	 research	 and	 field	
research.	The	desk	research	included	studying	the	existing	information	of	
areas	 such	 as	 change	 management,	 organizational	 behavior	 and	 work	
motivation,	from	diverse	literature	and	electronic	sources.	Based	on	the	
examining	of	these	areas,	a	suitable	theoretical	framework	was	created	for	
















Another	 justification	 for	 selecting	 the	 theories	 was	 that	 they	 were	
connected	and	related	to	one	another	in	a	reasonable	way.		
	
As	 the	 commissioning	 organization	went	 through	 changes	 in	 their	 own	
organizational	entity,	it	was	logical	to	start	the	theory	part	with	a	definition	
of	 organizational	 change,	 to	 explain	 what	 the	 term	 means,	 and	 what	
elements	 it	 usually	 comprehends.	 In	 addition,	 the	 typical	 phases	 of	










After	 covering	 the	 different	 aspects	 of	 organizational	 change,	 it	 was	
reasonable	to	consider	what	factors	create	a	successful	change.	In	this	part	
of	the	theory,	the	author	examined	some	of	the	most	common	errors	that	




is	 a	 phenomenon	 that	 occurs	 commonly	 during	 change	 situations.	 The	





change.	 In	 this	 part,	 the	 author	 introduced	 The	 Change	 Curve,	 which	
originates	 from	 Elisabeth	 Kübler-Ross’	 five	 stages	 of	 grief.	 It	 seemed	
rational	to	provide	a	theory	that	helps	superiors	to	understand	employee	











The	 next	 part	 of	 the	 theory	 was	 related	 to	 communication.	 More	
specifically,	internal	communication	and	interaction	were	examined	in	this	
part.	 The	 reason	 for	 examining	 communication	 was	 that	 appropriate	
communication	 plays	 a	 key	 role	 in	 change	 situations,	 and	 it	 is	 often	
blamed,	 if	 a	 change	 turns	 out	 to	 be	 unsuccessful.	 Furthermore,	 the	
importance	 of	 proper	 communication	 had	 come	 up	 in	 many	 of	 the	














After	 the	 theoretical	 framework	 was	 introduced,	 the	 commissioning	




The	 interview	 that	 was	 conducted	 for	 the	 shopkeeper	 included	 27	
questions,	which	were	divided	under	7	different	themes	by	the	author.	Out	
of	 these	 questions,	 25	were	 based	 on	 the	 thesis	 theories.	 The	 last	 two	
questions	 were	 addressed	 to	 get	 a	 better	 insight	 about	 the	 practical	
challenges	and	benefits	of	the	renewal.	The	interview	was	recorded,	and	
it	was	semi-structured	by	its	type.	The	author	transcribed	the	main	points	
of	 the	 interview	 in	 the	 third	 chapter.	 The	 reason	 for	 interviewing	 the	
shopkeeper	was	 to	 find	 out	 how	he	perceived	 the	 different	 changes	 of	
Linnatuuli	 as	 a	 leader	 of	 the	 change	 project,	 and	 to	 see	 how	 the	
management	 had	 handled	 different	 change-related	 areas	 during	 the	
renewal.	 	The	 information	that	came	up	 in	the	 interview	was	utilized	to	
form	 certain	 questions	 for	 the	 personnel’s	 survey,	 but	 it	 was	 also	
compared	with	the	personnel’s	responses,	when	the	data	was	analyzed.	
As	 the	 purpose	 of	 this	 thesis	 was	 to	 research	 the	 successfulness	 of	











from	 each	 part	 of	 the	 survey	 were	 also	 presented	 to	 illustrate	 and	


























the	 changes	were	 implemented	 in	 the	 commissioning	organization,	 and	




questions	 of	 the	 interview	 and	 the	 survey,	 served	 the	 purpose	 of	 this	
research	accordingly.	In	addition,	getting	information	from	two	different	
parties	 also	 enhanced	 the	 validity	 of	 the	 research,	 as	 this	 allowed	 the	
comparing	 of	 the	 results,	 and	 similarities	 were	 discovered	 in	 both,	 the	
shopkeeper’s	and	the	personnel’s	responses.	
	
The	 reliability	 of	 the	 research	 was	 slightly	 harder	 to	 assess.	When	 the	
survey	 was	 sent	 to	 the	 personnel	 of	 Linnatuuli,	 many	 employees	 were	
having	their	summer	vacations	at	 the	time.	Due	to	this,	 the	sample	size	
turned	out	 to	be	 lower	 than	what	was	originally	expected.	Thus,	as	 the	
author’s	interpretations	regarding	Linnatuuli’s	changes	are	based	on	only	
a	 part	 of	 the	 personnel’s	 thoughts,	 it	 reduces	 their	 reliability	 to	 some	
extent.	What	also	needs	to	be	taken	into	consideration	is	that	the	survey	
was	conducted	during	a	time	when	the	service	concept	renewal	was	just	
recently	 completed.	 Therefore,	 the	 respondents	 were	 surrounded	 by	
various	 uncertainties	 and	 stress	 caused	 by	 the	 recent	 changes	 in	 their	
work,	which	has	most	 likely	had	a	significant	 impact	on	their	responses.	
However,	 as	 the	 survey	 was	 anonymous,	 it	 is	 likely	 that	 the	 personnel	




Although	 the	main	 objectives	 of	 this	 research	were	 reached,	 there	 are	
certain	 limitations	 that	 need	 to	 be	 acknowledged.	 As	 mentioned,	 the	
sample	 size	 of	 the	 survey	 respondents	 turned	 out	 to	 be	 lower	 than	
expected.	Thus,	 the	survey	 results	only	 reflect	a	part	of	 the	personnel’s	
thoughts.	 Furthermore,	 even	 though	 comprehensive	 information	 was	










The	 measuring	 of	 how	 successfully	 the	 changes	 were	 implemented	 in	




and	objectives,	were	determined	 rather	clearly	 for	 the	personnel	 in	 the	
commissioning	 organization.	 As	 most	 of	 the	 respondents	 found	 these	
areas	clear,	it	can	be	stated	that	the	personnel	also	understood	the	change	
vision	 of	 Linnatuuli’s	 renewal.	 These	 areas	 are	 crucial	 to	 define	 in	 any	





















Although	 different	 improvement	 areas	 regarding	 superior	 work	 and	
leadership	came	up	in	this	research,	the	results	showed	that	overall	the	

















ways	 of	 informing	 during	 the	 changes	 slightly	 insufficient.	 In	 addition,	
dissatisfaction	occurred	among	the	restaurant	staff	because	they	were	not	
listened	and	 involved	during	 the	planning	of	 the	 renovation	work,	even	
though	it	affected	the	practicality	of	their	everyday	work.	The	responses	
also	indicated	that	in	general,	the	personnel	were	slightly	dissatisfied	with	
the	 instructions	 and	 support	 they	 had	 received	 when	 facing	 change-





The	 respondents	 also	 pointed	 out	 several	 practical	 challenges	 that	 had	
made	 their	 work	 roles	 unclear,	 decreased	 their	 work	motivation	 and	 –
satisfaction,	or	simply	complicated	their	everyday	work.	Certain	practical	
challenges	came	up	repeatedly	in	different	open-ended	questions,	such	as	







superiors	 during	 the	 renewal.	 When	 the	 respondents	 were	 asked	 how	
their	superiors	could	improve,	most	of	the	improvement	suggestions	were	
strongly	 related	 to	 more	 appropriate	 ways	 of	 communicating.	
Furthermore,	 better	 involving	 of	 subordinates,	 and	 showing	 better	
example	 in	physical	work	came	up	 in	 these	responses.	According	 to	 the	
results,	the	renewal	also	had	slightly	negative	effects	on	the	personnel’s	
work	 satisfaction,	 because	 of	 the	 different	 practical	 challenges	 of	 the	
renewal.	When	 the	 personnel’s	 feelings	 about	working	 in	 the	 renewed	
organization	were	inquired,	it	could	be	seen	that	many	were	still	dealing	




All	 in	 all	 the	 practical	 research	 revealed	 several	 areas	 that	 can	 be	
considered	successful	in	the	service	concept	renewal	of	Linnatuuli,	but	also	
the	 areas	 that	 require	 improvements	 and	 corrective	 actions.	 The	










Based	 on	 the	 analysis	 of	 the	 research	 results,	 thesis	 theories	 and	 the	







their	 subordinates	 with	 personal	 change	 quarters.	 By	 arranging	 these	
short,	personal	discussions	on	a	regular	basis,	superiors	can	help	forward	
their	 subordinates’	 adjusting	 to	 change,	 gain	 more	 knowledge	 of	 the	
specific	change-related	problems,	and	build	more	open	and	confidential	






Although	 the	superiors’	of	 Linnatuuli	were	perceived	as	good	 leaders	 in	
general,	the	author	recommended	that	the	superiors	of	Linnatuuli	focus	
more	on	certain	styles	of	leadership:	participative	leading	and	role	model	
leading.	 The	 reason	 for	 introducing	 these	 leadership	 styles	 is	 that	 they	
could	be	helpful	in	solving	many	of	the	specific	problems	that	came	up	in	









Recommendations	were	 also	 provided	 for	 fixing	 certain	 practical	 issues	
that	 came	 up	 in	 the	 research.	 As	 fixing	 the	 practical	 problems	 are	 the	
change	tasks	of	Linnatuuli’s	management,	the	author	provided	a	tool	that	









A	 common	 practice	 in	 a	 research	 process	 is	 to	 consider	 the	 areas	 that	
require	 further	 development,	 and	 to	 provide	 ideas	 for	 a	 follow-up	
research.	 As	 one	 of	 the	 recommendations	 of	 this	 thesis,	 the	 author	
suggested	the	creating	of	a	new	familiarization	guide,	that	would	include	
updated	instructions	of	how	to	operate	with	the	new	working	procedures,	
such	 as	 using	 the	 new	 equipment	 and	 creating	 the	 new	 restaurant	
portions.	 Thus,	 formulating	 an	 updated	 guide	 to	 match	 the	 renewed	
restaurant	 operations	 could	 be	 a	 topic	 for	 further	 development,	 as	
documenting	all	the	new	things	would	not	only	assist	the	current	workers	
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Kyselylomake Neste K Linnatuulen henkilöstölle
palvelukonseptin uudistumisesta
Tämä kysely on osa opinnäytetyöni tutkimusta, jonka tarkoitus on selvittää henkilöstön 
kokemuksia Neste K Linnatuulen palvelukonseptin uudistumisesta. Palvelukonseptin 
uudistuminen viittaa Linnatuulessa kevään 2017 aikana tehtyihin muutostöihin (liikenneaseman 
remontti, Subwayn lisääminen osaksi ravintolatoimintaa, ym. muutokset Linnatuulen ravintoloissa 
ja kaupoissa.) Kysymykset on laadittu opinnäytetyön teoriaosuuden sekä Linnatuulen kauppiaalle 
tehdyn haastattelun perusteella.
Vastaukset tallentuvat anonyymeinä vain tutkimuksen laatijan käyttöön. Joitakin taustatietoja 
selvitetään vastaajien luokittelutarkoituksia varten. Kyselyn vastauksia ei voida yhdistää 
yksittäisiin vastaajiin, ja vain kokonaistuloksia esitellään valmiissa työssä. Jokainen vastaus 














Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Mies
 Nainen
3. Kuinka kauan olet työskennellyt Linnatuulessa? *












4. Työskenteletkö esimiesasemassa? *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Kyllä
 En
5. Millä osastolla työskentelet? *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Kauppa
 Ravintola (Sisältää kaikki ravintolatoiminnot, mukaanlukien keittiön)
Teema 1: Organisaation uudistuminen
Tämän teeman kysymykset käsittelevät organisaation uudistumista. Tarkoituksena on selvittää 
henkilöstön mielipiteitä Linnatuulen palvelukonseptin uudistumisesta ja sen tavoitteista yleisellä 
tasolla.
Palvelukonseptin uudistuminen viittaa Linnatuulessa kevään 2017 aikana tehtyihin muutostöihin 
(liikenneaseman remontti, Subwayn lisääminen osaksi ravintolatoimintaa, ym. muutokset 
Linnatuulen ravintoloissa ja kaupoissa.)
6. Pidän Linnatuulen palvelukonseptin uudistumista tarpeellisena *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Täysin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin eri mieltä
 Täysin eri mieltä
 En osaa sanoa
7. Koin palvelukonseptin uudistumisen tavoitteet ja päämäärän *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Erittäin selkeiksi
 Melko selkeiksi
 En kovin selkeiksi
 En lainkaan selkeiksi
 En osaa sanoa
8. Sain oleellista informaatiota uudistuksen suunnitelmasta ja aikataulusta *


















9. Uudistukseen liittyvistä asioista tiedotettiin kokouksissa tai henkilökohtaisesti *





 En osaa sanoa
10. Sain johdolta (Linnatuulen kauppiaalta) informaatiota uudistuksiin liittyvissä asioissa *





 En osaa sanoa
11. Valitse vaihtoehdoista yksi adjektiivi, joka mielestäsi parhaiten kuvaa palvelukonseptin
uudistushanketta
Valitse vain yksi vaihtoehto.









Teema 2: Uudistusten vaikutukset henkilöstön työtehtäviin
ja rooleihin
Tämän teeman kysymyksillä pyritään selvittämään, millainen vaikutus uudistuksilla on ollut 
henkilöstön työtehtäviin ja rooleihin työpaikalla. Uusilla rooleilla tarkoitetaan yleisesti muutoksia 
omassa työnkuvassa ja vastuualueissa - ei ainoastaan työnimikkeen muutoksia tai ylennyksiä.
Vastaa kysymyksiin ja valitse sopiva vaihtoehto kokemustesi perusteella.
12. Työtehtäväni sekä roolini työpaikalla ovat muuttuneet uudistusten myötä *













13. Minut on perehdytetty uusiin työtehtäviin *






 Työtehtäväni eivät ole muuttuneet uudistuksen myötä / ei koske minua
14. Olen sopeutunut uusiin työtehtäviin sekä muihin uudistuksiin *






 Työtehtäväni eivät ole muuttuneet uudistuksen myötä / ei koske minua
15. Olen saanut ohjeistusta ja tukea uudistuksiin liittyvissä ongelmatilanteissa *






 Työtehtäväni eivät ole muuttuneet uudistuksen myötä / ei koske minua
16. Uudet työtehtäväni ja vastuualueeni ovat määritelty riittävän selkeästi *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Täysin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin eri mieltä
 Täysin eri mieltä








17. Työtilat ovat riittävät työn tekemiseen uudistusten jälkeen *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Täysin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin eri mieltä
 Täysin eri mieltä
 En osaa sanoa / ei koske minua
18. Uudet työtehtävät ovat jakautuneet tasapuolisesti Linnatuulessa *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Täysin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin samaa mieltä
 Jokseenkin eri mieltä
 Täysin eri mieltä
 En osaa sanoa / ei koske minua
19. Valitse seuraavista vaihtoehto, joka parhaiten kuvaa nykyistä rooliasi Linnatuulessa *
Roolilla viitataan omaan työnkuvaan (työtehtävät, vastuualueet, jne.)
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Roolini työpaikalla on erittäin selkeä uudistusten myötä
 Roolini työpaikalla on melko selkeä uudistusten myötä
 Roolini työpaikalla on melko epäselvä uudistusten myötä
 Roolini työpaikalla on erittäin epäselvä uudistusten myötä
 Roolini työpaikalla ei ole muuttunut uudistusten myötä / ei koske minua
20. Jos koet roolisi työpaikalla epäselväksi, kertoisitko tarkemmin miksi?







Teema 3: Esimiestyö uudistusten aikana
Tämän teeman kysymykset käsittelevät esimiehen toimintaa uudistushankkeen aikana.
Esimiehellä viitataan lähimpään esimieheen. Jo esimiesasemassa työskentelevien kohdalla 
esimies viittaa Linnatuulen kauppiaaseen. Uudet työmenetelmät viittaavat mihin tahansa uusiin 







21. Olen saanut esimieheltäni tukea uusien työmenetelmien ja -tehtävien kanssa *
Jo esimiehenä työskenteleville esimies viittaa Linnatuulen kauppiaaseen.





 En osaa sanoa
22. Olen saanut esimieheltäni tarpeellista/rakentavaa palautetta uudistusten aikana
tehdystä työstä *





 En osaa sanoa
23. Olen saanut esimieheltäni kiitosta ja tunnustusta uudistusten aikana tehdystä työstä *





 En osaa sanoa
24. Esimieheni on ottanut mielipiteeni ja havaintoni huomioon toiminnassaan uudistusten
aikana *





 En osaa sanoa
25. Kuinka tyytyväinen olet esimiehesi johtamistaitoihin uudistusten aikana? *
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
1 2 3 4 5














Teema 4: Henkilöstön kokemuksia uudistuksista
Tämän teeman kysymykset liittyvät henkilökunnan kokemuksiin ja tunteisiin uudistuksista. 
Tarkoituksena on myös selvittää uudistuksen vaikutukset työilmapiiriin, työhyvinvointiin ja -
motivaatioon.
27. Mielestäni uudistuneet työmenetelmät ja -tilat ovat olleet *
Työmenetelmillä ja -tiloilla viitataan uusiin laitteisiin, järjestelmiin, tilojen ja tuotteiden
järjestykseen, jne.




 Melko huonosti toimivia
 Erittäin huonosti toimivia
28. Mielestäni työyhteisön ilmapiiri on uudistusten aikana ollut *





 En osaa sanoa
29. Uudistukset ovat vaikuttaneet työhyvinvointiini *


















30. Kerro vapaamuotoisesti, mitkä tietyt asiat ovat parantaneet/heikentäneet
työhyvinvointiasi uudistusten myötä?
Kirjottaessasi muistathan eritellä sen, onko kyse parantavista vai heikentävistä tekijöistä.






31. Uudistukset ovat vaikuttaneet työmotivaatiooni *





 En osaa sanoa
32. Kerro vapaamuotoisesti, mitkä tietyt asiat ovat parantaneet/heikentäneet
työmotivaatiotasi uudistusten myötä?
Kirjottaessasi muistathan eritellä sen, onko kyse motivaatiota parantavista vai heikentävistä






33. Millaisia tunteita olet läpikäynyt uudistushankkeen aikana? Mitkä ovat tämänhetkiset

































Tähän osioon voit kirjoittaa risuja, ruusuja & muuta palautetta Linnatuulen palvelukonseptin
uudistushankkeesta. Voit myös kertoa vapaasti kokemuksia ja huomioita, joista voisi olla


















Survey for personnel about service concept
renewal of Neste K Linnatuuli
This survey is a part of my thesis and it aims to find out the personnel's experiences about the 
service concept renewal of Neste K Linnatuuli. The service concept renewal refers to the changes 
that took place in Linnatuuli, in Spring 2017 (renovation work, adding Subway as a part of the 
restaurant services, as well as other changes in Linnatuuli's restaurants and stores.) The 
questions addressed in this survey are primarily based on the theoretical framework of this thesis, 
but some are also based on an interview that was conducted for the shopkeeper of Linnatuuli.
All of the responses are anonymous, and they are handled confidentially only by the author of this 
research. However, some background information of the respondents is inquired for classification 
purposes. The answers cannot be linked to single respondents, and only the overall results are 
presented in the final work. Please, be honest and patient while answering the questions!
Classifying questions
1. Age









Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Male
 Female
3. How long have you been working in Linnatuuli?
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.

















4. Do you work as a superior?
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Yes
 No
5. In what section do you work in?
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 Store
 Restaurant (comprises all restaurant activities, including kitchen)
Theme 1: Renewal of the organization
The questions addressed in this theme deal with the renewal of the organization. The aim is to find 
out the personnel's experiences of the service concept renewal and its objectives on a general 
level.
The service concept renewal refers to the changes that took place in Linnatuuli, in Spring 2017 
(renovation work, adding Subway as a part of the restaurant services, as well as other changes in 
Linnatuuli's restaurants and stores.)
6. I foud the service concept renewal of Linnatuuli necessary





 I do not know
7. I found the objectives and the purpose of the service concept renewal





 I do not know
8. I received relevant information about the plan and schedule of the service concept
renewal


















9. The renewal-related matters and issues were informed in meetings or personally





 I do not know
10. I received information about the renewal-related matters and issues from the
management (shopkeeper of Linnatuuli)





 I do not know
11. Choose one adjective from the alternatives that best describes the service concept
renewal in your opinion
Choose only one option.









Theme 2: The renewal's effects on personnel's work tasks
and -roles
The questions of this theme aim to find out what effects the service concept renewal had on the 
personnel's work tasks and on people's roles in the workplace. New work roles refer to changes in 
people's job descriptions and responsibility areas in general, not only promotions or changes in 
work titles.
Answer the questions and choose an alternative based on your own experiences.
12. My work tasks and my role in the workplace have changed along with the renewal















13. I have been familiarized with my new work tasks






 My works taks haven't changed along with the renewal / This does not concern me
14. I have adjusted to the new work tasks and other renewings






 My works taks haven't changed along with the renewal / This does not concern me
15. I have received instructions and support in renewal-related problems






 My works taks haven't changed along with the renewal / This does not concern me
16. My new work tasks and responsibility areas are determined clearly enough


















17. Working spaces in Linnatuuli are sufficient after the renewal





 I do not know / This does not concern me
18. New work tasks have been distributed equally in the renewed Linnatuuli





 I do not know / This does not concern me
19. Choose an option that best describes your current role in Linnatuuli
Role refers to your own job description (work tasks, responsibility areas, etc.)
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
 My role in the workplace is extremely clear along with the renewal
 My role in the workplace is somewhat clear along with the renewal
 My role in the workplace is somewhat unclear along with the renewal
 My role in the workplace is extremely unclear along with the renewal
 My role in the workplace has not changed along with the renewal / This does not
concern me
20. If you perceive your role in the workplace
as unclear along with the renewal, could
you tell why?
Examples of reasons: Unclear work tasks,
contradicting demands, excessive workload,
excessive challenges, etc.
Theme 3: Superior work during the renewal
The questions of this theme address the superior's actions during the service concept renewal.
In these questions, a superior refers to your nearest superior / manager. For those who already 
work in a superior position, superior refers to the shopkeeper of Linnatuuli. New working methods 














21. I have received support from my superior with the new working methods and work
tasks





 I do not know
22. I have received relevant/constructive feedback from my superior about my own work
during the renewal





 I do not know
23. I have received gratitude and acknowledgement from my superior about my own work
during the renewal





 I do not know
24. My superior has taken my opinions and observations into account in his activities
during the renewal





 I do not know
25. How satisfied are you with your own superior's leadership skills during the renewal?
Merkitse vain yksi soikio.
1 2 3 4 5













26. If you have noticed deficiencies in your
superior's work, could you tell how the
superior could act better?
Theme 4: Personnel's experiences about the renewal
The questions of this theme are related to the personnel's experiences and emotions about the 
service concept renewal. The purpose is also to find out the renewal's effects on work atmosphere, 
work satisfaction and work motivation of the personnel.
27. I find the new working methods and -spaces






28. In my opinion, the work atmosphere during the renewal has been





 I do not know
29. The renewal has affected my personal work satisfaction





 I do not know
30. Tell freely, what specific factors have
increased/decreased your work satisfaction
along with the change?
When you write, please indicate clearly the
increasing/decreasing factors. For example:















31. The renewal has affected my personal work motivation





 I do not know
32. Tell freely, what specific factors have
increased/decreased your work motivation
along with the change?
When you write, please indicate clearly the
increasing/decreasing factors. For example:
"The factors that have increased my work
motivation are.."
33. What kind of emotions have you went
through during the renewal? What are your
current feelings about working in the
renewed Linnatuuli?
34. Tell freely, which concrete things have
become more difficult in your everyday
work along with the change?
35. In turn, which concrete things have become
easier in your everyday work along with the
change?
36. Comments
Here you can write feedback about the service concept renewal of Neste K Linnatuuli. You can
also tell your own observations and notes that may be beneficial for this research, but also for


























































































































Jos koet roolisi työpaikalla epäselväksi, kertoisitko tarkemmin miksi? 
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Appendix	8	
Summary	of	survey	results	(in	English)	
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